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Introducing SpectraFoo Radical 3
SpectraFoo Radical 3 is a major upgrade to the award-winning SpectraFoo metering sy

Since the introduction of the original SpectraFoo, we have received many insightful su
tions from our world wide user base and have spent many hours translating them
SpectraFoo Radical 3. The result is a new version of the software which retains the int
easy-to-use interface of the original, but also adds tremendous depth and powerful wo
features.

This guide is an overview of the new features and capabilities of SpectraFoo Radical 3
intended for existing SpectraFoo users who are upgrading to SpectraFoo Radical 3. If y
new to SpectraFoo, see the SpectraFoo Radical 3 User Guide also included on your CD

Parameter Management System
SpectraFoo Radical 3 provides a complete parameter storage and retrieval library mec
for all instruments in the system.You can create named configurations for each of the v
instruments and store them as presets. 

There are two ways to save and recall presets:

1. From the library pop-up in an instrument’s Controls window.

2. From the Library pop-up that appears in the instrument itself when you click and hold the
controls button. To access this popup, click the controls button and hold for about a half of
a second. Alternatively, you can command-click the controls button to pop-up the menu
immediately.

Modifications of parameter libraries can be cloned to create new libraries using the Save
Parameters As... command.

Figure 1: Accessing the library system from an instrument’s controls window

Figure 2: Accessing the presets library popup from the controls button
1
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Window sets
SpectraFoo Radical 3 has a window set system which allows you to create and store yo
personal instrument configurations.

You can create a complete snapshot (meter positions, visibility, configuration, channel ro
etc.) of the entire state of the system and save it as a preset document.

You can also assign a snapshot to a hot key for instant one-key access to various meter
figurations.

To create a window set:

1. First create an instrument configuration that you like. For example, you could make two
Spectragraphs assigned to left and right channels, a Level Meter, a Lissajous scope, and a
Phase Torch.

2. Arrange the instruments the way that you want them to appear on the screen and set each
instrument’s parameters to taste.

3. Choose Save Window Set As... from the Sets menu, a dialog will appear:

4. Name the Window Set, then press the <tab> key.

5. Choose a key command to recall the Window Set. This can be any key or group of keys you
like. Be aware the software will allow you to set any key or command-key combination as
the key command. Don’t set a command that you would really like to use otherwise (like
‘A’, or <space>).

6. Select the attributes of the instrument configuration that you want to recall using the
checkboxes, and click OK. The snapshot will automatically save all information. You can now
recall the window set with the command key you specified. 

To change what parameters are recalled after a window set has been created:

1. Select the window set that you would like to modify from the Sets menu (or type its com-
mand key).

2. Choose Rename Current Window Set  from the Sets menu. A window set dialog will appear
(Figure 3 on page 2).

3. Select which types of parameters you want to be recalled. You can also change the name of
the window set and the command key at this time. Click OK to save your changes.

Link groups
SpectraFoo Radical 3 now provides a flexible linking system to allow you to keep all o
parameters associated with a group of instruments linked.

Figure 3: Window Sets Dialog
2
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You can use this feature to link the settings of a stereo pair (or surround group) of instru
as well as synchronizing the settings of different types of meters on the same channel. 

The grouping system allows you associate any number of instruments with any of the g
Each instrument may be simultaneously associated with as many groups as needed. W
instrument that is attached to a link group (e.g. Spectragraph 1 in Figure 5) has a parameter
changed in its control window, it sends the parameter change to all of the groups to w
belongs (e.g. Group 1 for Spectragraph 1; both Groups 1 & 2 for Spectragraph 2, etc.)
parameter is one that has been enabled in the group, it is passed to all of the instrume
are linked to the group. Figure 5 shows a parameter sent from Spectragraph 1 to Grou
Group 1 forwards the parameter change to Spectragraph 2 and Spectragraph 3. Since 
graph 4 is not a member of the link group, it does not receive the parameter update. 

If Spectragraph 2 originated the parameter change and both Group 1 and Group 2
enabled for the parameter, all of the Spectragraphs in Figure 5 would receive the paramete
update.

There are 32 link groups available in the system. They are all installed and enabled in th
ware as it ships. You can rename the groups to indicate what information they are us
linking. You can also control what types of parameters are linked by the group. Instrum
can be added and removed from any or all of the groups at will.

To name and control which parameters are linked by a group: 

1. Select Show Link Groups Window from the Sets menu. The Link Groups Window (Figure 6)
will appear: 

2. Double-click the group you want to edit. The Link Groups Edit Window (Figure 7) will
appear.

3. Type the new name for the group.

Figure 4: Grouping System Figure 5: Parameter Passing

Figure 6: Link Groups Window Figure 7: Link Group Edit Window
3
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4. The scrolling list in the bottom of the window lists all of the available parameters in the sys-
tem (only parameters for instruments that have been instantiated will appear). Each para-
meter has an associated checkbox that indicates whether that parameter will be distributed
to other instruments in the group. To disable a parameter, unselect its associated checkbox.
To disable all of the parameters select Disable All Parameters from the window pop-down
menu. Conversely, to enable all of the parameters select Enable All Parameters from the
window pop-down menu.

5. Close the Link Group Edit Window when you are done making changes.

To disable a group:

1. If the Link Groups Window (Figure 6 on page 3) is not visible, Select Show Link Groups
Window from the Sets menu.

2. Unselect the group’s associated enable checkbox.

To enable a group:

1. If the Link Groups Window (Figure 6) is not visible, Select Show Link Groups Window from
the Sets menu.

2. Select the group’s associated enable checkbox.

To choose which groups an instrument belongs to:

1. Display the instrument controls for the instrument that you want to link.

2. Each instrument control window has a Groups pop-up menu (Figure 8 on page 4) in the
upper right hand corner. To add the instrument to a group, select the group name in the
Groups pop-up menu. To remove the instrument from a group, unselect the group name in
the Groups pop-up menu.

Figure 8: Groups pop-up Menu

Figure 9: Selecting a group in the Groups Pop-up menu
4
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New Spectragraph Features
The Spectragraph has been greatly enhanced to include many new and useful features

DUAL CHANNEL MODES
The Spectragraph can now run as a 6 trace, dual channel instrument, allowing you to ro
two channels to one Spectragraph window. For example, you could route the left and
channels of a stereo pair into a Spectragraph.

You can also route two different instruments such as a kick drum and a bass to a Spect
and do a live comparison between them. 

SUM, MULTIPLY AND OVERLAP MODES
The second trace in a dual trace Spectragraph can represent the second input channel 
examples above, or one may be set to one of the following:

• The sum of the two channels routed to the Spectragraph. This shows the sum total 
in the stereo signal.

• The sum of the two channels routed to the Spectragraph -3dB. This shows the ave
total power in the stereo signal.

• The product of the two channels routed to the Spectragraph. This filters the power o
signal with the power of the other.

• The square root of the product of the two channels routed to the Spectragraph. This
shows the overlap of the power in the two signals. 

You use the Spectragraph controls window to display and control second traces.

To display a second trace in a Spectragraph:

1. Select the two channels that you wish to display using the channel pop-ups in the controls
window.

2. Select the mode of the second trace using the second traces pop-up. If the mode of the
second trace is set to None, the Spectragraph will only display channel 1.

Figure 10: Spectragraph showing the left and right channels of a stereo pair
5
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EQUAL POWER PER OCTAVE AND EQUAL POWER PER HZ ACCUMULATION MODES
SpectraFoo’s underlying FFT generates more data than can be displayed on screen 
The way that this data is treated when the system computes the trace is called the acc
tion mode. SpectraFoo now provides two accumulation modes that you can choose us
Spectragraph Controls window:

1. When the Accumulation Mode is set to White Noise is Flat, the Spectragraph shows the
maximum power of all of the spectral lines in the FFT that fit into each point in the dis-
played trace. This has the effect displaying white noise (or noise that has an equal amount of
power at each frequency) as a flat line. This mode is traditionally used when the frequency
scale of the graph is linear.

2. When the Accumulation Mode is set to Pink Noise is Flat, the Spectragraph shows the
sum of the power of all of the spectral lines in the FFT that fit into each point in the dis-
played trace. This has the effect displaying pink noise (or noise that has an equal amount of
power in each octave) as a flat line. This mode is traditionally used when the frequency scale
of the graph is logarithmic and corresponds to the type of display available on a traditional
RTA.

Earlier versions of the Spectragraph used the equal power per octave (Pink Noise is Flat)
accumulation mode exclusively.

Figure 11: Spectragraph Second Traces pop-up

Figure 12: Accumulation Mode pop-up
6
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Figures 13–42 below show the results of the two weighting accumulation modes with the
different kinds of noise. 

PHYSICAL UNIT CALIBRATION
SpectraFoo can now be globally calibrated to Physical Units (i.e. dBu, dBV). You can us
units in the power calibration for the Spectragraph by checking the Use dBu Calib checkbox
in the instrument’s Spectragraph Control window. See “Physical Unit Calibration In
SpectraFoo” on page 16 for more information about physical unit calibration in SpectraFoo.

USER SELECTABLE TRACE COLORS
The traces in the Spectragraph can now be set to any color supported by your Macintos
feature requires that the MacOS ColorPickerLib is present in your systems Extensions 
If the ColorPickerLib is not present, you will not be able to change the colors of the va
traces.

To change the color of a trace in the Spectragraph:

1. Click on the colored square to the left of the trace visibility check box in the Spectragraph
Controls window.

Figure 13: Pink Noise with Pink is Flat Figure 14: Pink Noise with White is Flat

Figure 15: White Noise with Pink is Flat Figure 16: White Noise with White is Flat

Figure 17: Accessing Trace Color controls
7
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The Macintosh Color Picker will appear.

2. Choose the color you want, and click OK. The trace will now appear in the color you
selected.

OCTAVE ANALYSIS
The Spectragraph now includes octave modes which allow you to display frequency d
resolutions ranging from 1 octave to Continuous. 

You use the Resolution pop-up in the Spectragraph Controls window to set the display r
tion. 

The Resolution pop-up does not affect the resolution of the actual FFT analysis bein
formed, it only affects the way that the FFT data is displayed. To control the resolution 
FFT you still use the FFT size commands found in the Analyzer menu (Stand-Alone) or the
Analyzer Control and Routing window (Plug-in). 

Figure 18: The Mac OS color picker

Figure 19: Spectragraph display Resolution pop-up
8
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Here are some examples of the different modes:

LOG AND LINEAR AVERAGING
There are two natural ways to average the power spectrum of an audio signal. Th
method, which corresponds to SpectraFoo’s Log Averaging Mode, averages the power dat
after it has been converted to decibels. It is consistent with a visual average of the trace
display, and mathematically it corresponds to averaging the level in decibels. An average
puted this way would be, for example, (1dB + 2 dB)/2 = 1.5 dB. While this is not mathem
cally correct and appears to over-represent the contribution of low-level signals, it is
useful as a measurement tool. This is the mode that the previous release used as its a
mode.

The second mode, which corresponds to SpectraFoo’s Lin Averaging Mode, and is mathe-
matically correct, averages the actual power level and then takes the logarithm of the a
to give the level in dB. This give the true average level of the signal, but does not corresp
the expected visual average. With this averaging mode (1dB + 2 dB)/2 = 1.5144 dB wh
mathematically correct. This difference is not trivial. Consider the average of -10dB
-40dB. The Log average is: (-10dB - 40dB)/2 = -25dB. The linear average is (-10dB - 40
= -15.75dB. As stated, the Log average over-weights low level signals.

Log Averaging is more useful for showing overall spectral balance in the monitored ma
This is probably because the human ear over-weights low level signals in much the sam
that Log averaging does. For building EQ curves, linear averaging makes the same a

Figure 20:  1 octave display resolution Figure 21:  1/2 octave display resolution

Figure 22: 1/3 octave display resolution Figure 23: 1/6 octave display resolution

Figure 24: 1/12 octave display resolution Figure 25: 1/24 octave display resolution
9
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measurement as what an EQ will see. Not surprisingly, we have found the Linear Aver
mode works better when attempting to capture spectral templates of material for ma
purposes.

SPECTRAL SNAPSHOTS, OVERLAYS & LIBRARIES
You can now use the Spectragraph to create spectral snapshots and save them as libr
The library file that is created does not contain the actual audio samples that the spectr
was analyzing, but rather the transformed Fourier power data that the Spectragraph 
draw its traces. This allows you to take spectral snapshots of sounds and post-process
a later time. You can take a number of snapshots and average them to form a new a
snapshot. You can also use a pair of snapshots to create a transfer function which can
played in the Transfer Function Window (SpectraFoo Complete).

To take a spectral snapshot:

1. Route a sound that you want to take a snapshot of to a Spectragraph.,

2. Click the Snap button on the left side of the Spectragraph.The Spectral Snapshots dialog will
appear:

3. Name the snapshots. The Spectral Snapshots dialog has two name fields, one for each trace
set of the Spectragraph.The first trace set is composed of the three traces associated with
the first input channel. The second trace set is composed of the three traces associated
with the data created by the Second Trace Mode. Thus, if the Second Trace Mode is Channel
2, the second trace set is composed of the three traces associated with the second input
channel.

4. Select the traces you want to save using the checkboxes. If you select a checkbox for a
trace which is not currently active in the Spectragraph, the trace will be saved anyway. For

Figure 26: Spectragraph Snap Button

Figure 27: The Spectral Snapshots dialog
10
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example, if you take a snapshot of an instantaneous trace but decide that you really want a
snapshot of the average also, just select the Average Trace checkbox in the Spectral Snap-
shots dialog. The average trace will be saved as a snapshot using the averaging parameters
that are currently set in the Spectragraph controls window. If you want to take a snapshot
of only one channel, make sure that the snapshot checkboxes for the channel you want to
discard are left unchecked.

5. Type any comments you might have about the snapshot into the comments field.

6. Click OK. The snapshots will be created and the Spectral Snapshots List window will appear
(see Figure 28 on page 11).

The Spectral Snapshots List allows you to assign and display snapshots in Spectragr
instruments. You also use the Spectral Snapshots List to access the post-processing fun
tions that can be performed on Spectral Snapshots.

To assign and display a Spectral Snapshot in a Spectragraph:

1. If the Spectral Snapshots List is not visible, choose Show Spectral Snapshots Window from
the Windows menu.

2. Use the Show In pop-up menus to the right of the snapshot names to assign snapshots to
particular Spectragraphs.

The snapshot will appear in the Spectragraph you choose. You can display each snap
any number of Spectragraphs. Simply select each Spectragraph that you want the sna
appear within.

Each Spectragraph that you create in SpectraFoo Radical 3 displays a number and the 
the channels routed to it on the left side of the instrument window. The numbers are as

Figure 28: The Spectral Snapshots window

Figure 29: Show In pop-up

Figure 30: Snapshot assigned to a Spectragraph
11
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to Spectragraphs in the order they are created. So the first Spectragraph you create
numbered 1, the second Spectragraph 2 and so on (The Spectragraphs that appea
Real-Time Rack window are a special case. These instruments are numbered 254 an
These numbers and channel names match the items you will find in the Show In pop-up in the
Spectral Snapshots window. This allows you to assign a snapshot to any Spectragra
want without confusion.

To create an average snapshot from a number of Spectral Snapshots:

1. If the Spectral Snapshots List is not visible, choose Show Spectral Snapshots Window from
the Windows menu.

2. Select the snapshots you want to include in the average.

3. Choose Average Selected Snapshots  from the Spectral Snapshots mini-menu.

4. The Average Snapshots dialog will appear.

5. Name the average and type any comments you might have. By default, SpectraFoo places
the names of the Snapshots that you are averaging in the comments field. Click OK when
you are ready to save the average. The new Average will appear in the Snapshots List.

Now the average can be displayed in a Spectragraph as a snapshot.

To create a Transfer Function from two Spectral Snapshots:

1. Select the two snapshots in the Spectral Snapshots List

2. Choose Create Transfer Function  from the Spectral Snapshots mini-menu.

3. The Transfer Function snapshot dialog will appear.

Figure 31: Selection for Snapshot Averaging

Figure 32: The Spectral Snapshots mini-menu

Figure 33: Average Snapshots Dialog

Figure 34: Average appears in the Spectral Snapshots List
12
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4. Name the Snapshot and add any comments you might have. By default, SpectraFoo labels
the source and response channels. The source channel will be the channel that appears first
in the Spectral Snapshots list.

5. Click OK. SpectraFoo will automatically open the Transfer Function window and display the
newly created Transfer Function.

You can use this tool for a variety of purposes. One application is for measuring sy
response with an RMS average instead of the normal vector averaging that is used 
transfer function. This can allow you to measure approximate system response in th
where the system time delay is not constant (e.g. outdoor systems in a windy environ
etc.)

This functionality can also be used to make transfer functions between unrelated 
sources (two different songs, noise floor of two different rooms, etc.)

Figure 35: The Transfer Function Snapshot Dialog

Figure 36: Transfer Function Created From Two Spectral Snapshots
13
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Adjustable instrument orientation
The Level Meters and the new Correlation Meter can be set up to have either a horizo
vertical orientation. If a meter is made wider than it is tall, it will use a horizontal orienta
If it is made to be taller than it is wide, the meter will use a vertical orientation.

New Level Meter Features
SpectraFoo’s Level Meters have been enhanced to allow you to switch on the fly be
modern, fast tracking, sample accurate digital ballistics and traditional standards–base
ballistics. 

SUM & DIFFERENCE METER MODE
The Level meters have also been enhanced with a Sum & Difference mode that provide
and L-R metering. When the Sum & Difference mode is selected, the left bar is the su
the right bar is the difference (if the meter is in the vertical orientation; if the meter is hor
tal the sum is in the top bar and the difference is in the bottom bar).

You access these new features using the Level Meter Controls window.

The Level Meter Controls window now has a Meter Mode pop-up menu which allows you
to configure a meter to run as a straight level meter or as a Sum & Difference meter.

Figure 37: Level Meter Horizontal Orientation Figure 38: Vertical Orientation

Figure 39: Level Meter Controls Window
14
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Some of the controls that used to appear in the Level Meter Controls window are now in a
new window that is accessed with the Options  button at the bottom of the Controls window
Clicking the Options  button brings up the Level Meter Options window.

The table below describes the controls which are available in the Level Meter Op
window. 

Figure 40: Level Meter Options

 Level Meter Options

Control What It Does

VU Settling Time slider

Controls the settling time of the VU indicator. When the 
slider is set on the VU mark, the indicator will use VU bal-
listics. This parameter is global for all channels and meters 
in the system.

PPM Settling Time slider
Controls the settling time of the level meter when Use 

PPM ballistics is checked. This parameter is global for all 
channels and meters in the system.

Peak Float Size slider Controls the size of the floating peak indicators.

PPM Hold Release Time slider
Sets the amount of time the Peak Holds wait before reset-
ting when Auto-Release Holds is checked.

Meter Scaling slider Sets the dynamic range of the Level Meter.

Tick Spacing slider
Sets the calibration mark spacing of the meter when the 
SpectraFoo scale is selected

Scale Type pop-up menu Selects the PPM standard to use for the meter scale.

Use Level Based Color checkbox
Activates level based transition colors for the meters. 
When this checbox is unchecked, meters use original 
SpectraFoo color coding for Peak and RMS levels.
15
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USER-DEFINABLE OVER (DIGITAL CLIP) COUNTER
The Level Meter now has a new numerical counter which keeps track of the number of “o
which have occurred.

Previous versions of the Level Meter have counted consecutive full scale samples. This 
still remains, but now you can also define how many consecutive full scale samples the
Meter has to see before it considers the signal to have clipped. You control this behavio
the new Physical Unit calibration system in SpectraFoo. 

PHYSICAL UNIT CALIBRATION IN SPECTRAFOO

To change the physical unit calibration & clipping parameters in SpectraFoo:

1. Choose Level Calibration  from the Analyzer menu. The following dialog will appear:

Use PPM Ballistics checkbox
Activates PPM decay for the meter. If this is unchecked, 
the meter will use the original “instantaneous” SpectraFoo 
ballistics.

Exchange VU and RMS checkbox
Exchanges the VU indicator with the RMS bar. This 
allows you to create a bar meter which uses VU ballistics.

Draw Peak Level as Bar checkbox

When checked, the Level Meter will display the Peak and 
RMS levels as one continuous bar (as in previous versions 
of SpectraFoo). When unchecked, the Peak level will be 
displayed as a seperate indicator which floats above the 
RMS bar. Useful for creating meters that read peak-only.

Draw Holds as Arrows checkbox
When checked, Peak holds will be displayed as arrows 
(like previous versions of SpectraFoo). When unchecked 
Peak Holds will be displayed as lines.

Auto Relase Holds checkbox
When checked, the Peak Holds will reset after the amount 
of time you specify using the PPM Hold Release Time 
slider.

Figure 41: New Over Counter

 
Figure 42: Level Calibration Dialog

 Level Meter Options

Control What It Does
16
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2. Enter the number of dBu or dBV that is output by your system’s D/A when it is driven by a
full-scale signal. For Pro Tools hardware the system generally outputs +18 dBu at full-scale. 

3. This setting can also be determined by using the Signal Generator to generate a 0 dB 1kHz
sine wave. Run the signal out to your analog console or other hardware that will act as your
studio calibration standard. Note the meter level on your calibration standard (this should
be a peak reading meter). That is the value to enter into the Calibration dialog in the dBu
field. Level calibrations will now match your calibration standard.

The level calibration dialog also allows you to define what is considered a “clip”:

1. A clip is defined as a certain number of consecutive full scale samples. You can specify the
number of full-scale samples in the calibration dialog. When the system detects the speci-
fied number of full-scale samples in a row, it will register a clip.

2. A full-scale sample is defined as a sample that is within the specified number of Least Signif-
icant Bits (LSB) of digital full scale. Dither can confuse a clip detection algorithm that only
looks for full-scale samples. This parameter allows you to specify a margin of error — 2-3
LSBs generally works well.

USER SELECTABLE PPM BALLISTICS
The Level Meter can now be set to use PPM decay. In previous versions of SpectraF
level meter basically tried to update as fast as the computer would allow. The new Level 
can still be set to operate this way, but can now also operate as a traditional Peak P
Meter. 

To configure a Level Meter to use PPM ballistics:

1. Open the Level Meter controls window and click the Options  button. The Level Meter
Options window will appear:

2. Check Use PPM Ballistics. The meter will now use the standard PPM decay time. You can
change the decay time using the PPM Settling Time slider.

USER SELECTABLE IEC/EBU/AES/IEEE STANDARD PPM/VU METER SCALES
SpectraFoo now has a variety of User Selectable scale calibrations. In addition to the o
equally spaced level calibrations provided by SpectraFoo, you can now choose from th
lowing international PPM and VU standards:

1. UK PPM – UK Standard 1-7 Scale. Line-up calibration is 0dBu for marking “4”.

Figure 43: Level Meter Options Window
17
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2. EBU PPM – EBU Standard PPM Scale. Line-up calibration is 0dBu at marking “Test”.

3. IEEE PPM – IEEE Standard PPM Scale. Line-up calibration is 0dBu at marking “Test”.

4. IEEE VU – IEEE Standard VU Scale. Line-up calibration is +4dBu at marking “0”.

5. DIN PPM – DIN Standard PPM Scale. Line-up calibration is +6dBu at marking “0”.

6. Nordic PPM – Nordic Standard PPM Scale. Line-up calibration is +6dBu at marking “Test”.

7. Digital PPM – Digital PPM Scale. Line-up calibration is 0 dBFS at marking “0”.

8. SpectraFoo – dBu calibrated scale with even spacing of calibration marks. 

The PPM crawlback ballistics in the meters conform to a crawlback rate of 20dB in 1.7
onds. Fast PPM can be accomplished by setting the PPM settling time to 0.85 seconds.

USER SELECTABLE METER BAR COLORS
SpectraFoo now has two different ways of color-coding its meters. The first method, w
corresponds to the original SpectraFoo color scheme, provides one color for peak-lev
another for RMS level. The second method, called level-based color, changes the color
meter bar based on the level of the audio. You can change the colors in both of the colo
ing methods.

To change the Peak and RMS and VU colors for a meter:

1. If the Meter’s Control window is not visible, show the Control window by clicking the
Show Controls button.

2. Click the appropriate color tile at the bottom of the Controls Window. The Macintosh
Color Picker dialog will appear.

3. Select the new color in the dialog. 

4. The Peak, RMS, and VU colors are used for the Peak, RMS, and VU holds respectively. If Use
Level Based Color is unchecked the Peak and RMS colors are used for the Peak and RMS
meter bars, respectively.

To change the Level-based Colors:

1. If the Meter’s Control window is not visible, show the Control window by clicking the
Show Controls button.

2. Click the appropriate color tile on the left side of the Controls Window. The Macintosh
Color Picker dialog will appear. The three Level-based color tiles correspond to the “Safe”
color, the “Caution” color, and the “Danger” color respectively. These colors also corre-
spond to low, medium, and high levels. The standard configuration of these colors is
Safe = Green, Caution = Yellow, Danger = Red. 

USER SELECTABLE METER BAR COLOR TRANSITION LEVELS
The level-based color coding scheme assigns colors to the meter bars based on the corr
ing level of the signal at each point along the bar. The colors are taken from the level 
colors as described above. The transition points, e.g. levels at which the color change
Safe to Caution and from Caution to Danger, are user selectable. This allows you to set
points at which the color bar changes to match your needs and expectations.

To change the transition levels:

1. If the Meter’s Control window is not visible, show the Control window by clicking the
Show Controls button.

2. Adjust the appropriate Level Slider in the bottom of the control window.

3. The Danger level slider controls the level at which the meter bar is completely at the Dan-
ger color.
18
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4. The Caution level slider controls the level at which the meter bar is completely set to the
Caution color.

5. The Safe Until level slider controls the level below which the meter bar is completely set to
the Safe color. The meter bar is displayed in the Safe color from –∞ to the Safe Until level.

Sum/Difference monitoring for all instruments
The Analyzer can now analyze the sum & difference of each pair of channels as well a
lyzing each channel separately. This can be useful for a number of applications including
ing at the comb filtering caused when a stereo pair is summed to mono. 

To analyze the sum and difference of a pair of channels

1. If the Analyzer Control & Routing window is not visible, show the Analyzer Control & Rout-
ing window by selecting Show Routing Window from the Window menu.

2. Each pair of channels has an associated mode menu on the left side of the Analyzer Control
& Routing window. Select + & - from the channel pair Mode  pop-up menu.

To analyze each channel in the pair separately:

1. If the Analyzer Control & Routing window is not visible, show the Analyzer Control & Rout-
ing window by selecting Show Routing Window from the Window menu.

2. Each pair of channels has an associated mode menu on the left side of the Analyzer Control
& Routing window. Select Norm from the channel pair Mode  pop-up menu.

New Lissajous Phase Scope Features

STEREO POSITION MODE
In addition to the X-Y and Vectorscope modes, SpectraFoo now has a Stereo Position
This mode displays each of the relative phase vectors in the signal. The length of each
vector is log-scaled. Vectors pointing along the L 45° line are mono sources that are pan
input channel 1. Vectors pointing along the R 45° line are mono sources that are pan
input channel 2. Vectors within the L-R 90° cone correspond to normal, substantially in-p
program material. Vectors that are outside the L-R 90° cone correspond to program m
that is more or less out of phase. Under normal, mono-compatible signal conditions th
tors will be generally within the in-phase cone and there will be occasional, short vector
appear within the out-of-phase region. If the signal is substantially out of phase o
mono-compatible, the majority of the vectors will appear in the out-of-phase region. 

To change the Lissajous mode

1. If the Lissajous Scope’s Control window is not visible, show the Control window by clicking
the Show Controls button.

2. Select the desired Lissajous mode (Vectorscope, X-Y, or Stereo Position) from the Scope
Mode  pop-up menu.

Figure 44: Sum/Difference pair modes menu
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ADJUSTABLE SENSITIVITY
The sensitivity of the meter can be adjusted using the Sensitivity slider in the Lissajous Con-
trol window. The sensitivity can be increased to make the phase of low-level signals visi

AUTO-SENSITIVITY MODE
Often the dynamic range of the signals being monitored is quite large. When the dy
range is large, no one setting of the sensitivity is correct to show all of the details of the 
of the signal. Sometimes the sensitivity is too small and the lissajous trace looks like a 
dot. Other times the sensitivity is too large and the trace extends way past the edge
meter. Auto Sensitivity mode automatically calculates the appropriate sensitivity settin
the meter at each instant of time. It is activated by checking the Auto Sensitivity button in the
Lissajous Control window.

HI-RES MODE
To increase the speed of display, the Lissajous scope computes its display from every
sample. This give a reasonably accurate representation of the phase information. It also
ates a display that is not quite as smooth and clean as an analog scope. The LissajousHi-Res
Mode  makes the Lissajous scope compute its display from every sample. This mode i
vated by checking the Hi-Res Mode button in the Lissajous Control window.

New Oscilloscope Features
The Oscilloscope has been enhanced to provide two input channels. This allows you to
two different channels on the scope at the same time.

SINGLE AND DUAL CHANNEL MODES
In addition to the previous implementation’s single channel/single trace display, the Os
scope now supports two input channels and a variety of second trace modes. The secon
nel mode is selected using the Mode  pop-up menu in the Oscilloscope Controls window.

Figure 45: Lissajous in Stereo Position Mode Figure 46: Lissajous Control window

Figure 47: Oscilloscope running in dual-trace mode
20
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SINGLE, DUAL, SUM, DIFFERENCE, AND MULTIPLY TRACE DISPLAY MODES
Five different modes are provided:

1. Single Trace Only – The scope runs in the original single trace mode. The trace corresponds
to the signal in the first input channel.

2. Dual Trace – Two traces, one corresponding to each of the input channels are displayed on
the scope.

3. Subtract Second Channel – One trace corresponding to Channel 1 - Channel 2 is dis-
played on the scope.

4. Add Second Trace – One trace corresponding to Channel 1 + Channel 2 is displayed on
the scope.

5. Multiply Second Channel – One trace corresponding to Channel 1 * Channel 2 is dis-
played on the scope.

SELECTABLE TRIGGER CHANNEL
The trigger channel is now user selectable. This allows you to run the trigger o
Channel 1, Channel 2 or either input channel. You select the trigger channel with 
Trig. Chan pop-up menu in the Oscilloscope Controls window (Figure 48 on page 21).

New PhaseTorch Features
The Phase Torch controls window now has a threshold slider which allows you to set a
threshold for the meter.

In the past, the display in the Phase Torch had an infinite dynamic range (Figure 51). This was
useful for some applications (e.g. looking at phase dispersion in noise and dither and de
dither in processes when there is no signal present). Unfortunately it could also ma
Phase Torch difficult to interpret. The Power Threshold slider allows you to limit the
dynamic range of the instrument. Only the phase points with a RMS power level that is g
than the specified threshold are displayed (Figure 50).

Figure 48: Oscilloscope Controls window

Figure 49: Phase Torch Control window
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Correlation Meter
SpectraFoo now has a Correlation meter. The Correlation meter is a standard tool for re
the complex relative phase information between two channels to a single number betw
and 1. Correlation is a measure of how well two signals line up with each other. When tw
nals have a correlation of +1, they are the same signal. Similarly, when two signals have
relation of -1, one is the inverse (opposite polarity copy) of the other. When two signa
unrelated to each other, they have a correlation of 0. Mathematically, the correlation 
average of the sign (e.g. + or -) of product of the two signals. The SpectraFoo version 
correlation meter has a relatively fast averaging time to give your a clear picture of the co
tion at any given time. To understand how the correlation is changing over time, you ca
the Correlation History meter.

As with the Level Meters, the Correlation meter can be put into a vertical or horizontal o
tation to meet your tastes. When the meter is in a vertical configuration it can be docked
left side of the Correlation history meter. (Figure 55 on page 23)

FYI APB Tools is selling a similar meter for about $500 and hardware versions of
these things cost at least $500. 

Correlation History Meter
The Correlation history meter provides you with a time history of the correlation meter.
allows you to see how the correlation evolves over time and can help you to track dow
cific phase problems by allowing you to see “blips” in the phase-correlation at the same
you hear the events that cause the blips. For example, if the correlation dips every tim
snare drum hits, it is very likely that the channels that contain the snare are causing the
lem. Maybe you need to time align the snare mic with the overheads or maybe that ret
the bussed compressor need some delay compensation. Other tools in ’Foo (like the
Torch) can help you track down the solution to the problem. The Correlation Meter an
Correlation History Meter can help you find the problem.

Figure 50: Phase Torch with threshold at -60dB Figure 51: Phase Torch Full Range

Figure 52: Vertical Correlation Meter Figure 53: Horizontal Correlation Meter
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The centerline on the Correlation History Meter corresponds to a correlation of 0 while th
edge corresponds to +1 and the bottom to -1, respectively. The Correlation Meter in its v
orientation of the can be docked to the left side of the Correlation History Meter, prov
both instantaneous and historical data in one composite instrument.

Bit Range Meter
The Bit Range Meter is the first of three new sample code metering tools include
SpectraFoo Complete. Along with the Bit Matrix Meter and the Bit Scope it provides a c
prehensive set of sample code metering tools that can show you the nitty-gritty details o
digital signal stream. These tools can be used to check for, among other things, DC-
sample-word width, Stuck Bits, Codespace utilization, and padded clips. They can a
used for bit-clone testing and for looking at low-level structures like dither. 

The Bit Range Meter displays the range of sample codes exercised in the assigned cha
each time slice. It shows the activity in each bit of the sample word and shows you whic
are being exercised. This can be used to tell, for example how wide the samples in the
are. The example above (Figure 56) is a 16 bit signal so only the 16 most significant bits (MS
are being exercised.

Bit Matrix Meter
The Bit Matrix Meter is designed to work with 16-bit delivery media and only utilizes the
16 bits of the samples in the signal. The meter takes the 16-bit samples and divides the
two groups: the most significant byte (MSB) which is the top 8 bits, and the least signi
byte (LSB) which is the bottom 8 bits. 

For each sample these groups are then converted to horizontal (MSB) and vertical (LS
sets into a 256x256 pixel matrix. For each sample in the time-slice the corresponding p
turned-on:

The meter can be switched into an accumulation mode by clicking within the instrumen
accumulation mode does not erase the bit matrix with each new time-slice and this ac
lates a picture of all of the sample code that have been exercised by the signal. Norm
gram material will generate an accumulation that looks like Figure 60. This snapshot shows us
that while most of the codespace is exercised by the signal, the top 3dB or so is pretty 
This indicates that we could compress this signal with a pretty hard ratio and a 3dB thre
and introduce very little distortion.

Figure 54: Correlation History Figure 55: Docked Correlation & History

Figure 56: 16 bit signal in the Bit Range Meter
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Since the Bit Matrix Meter shows you the utilization of the code space, it can help pin
problems with processing algorithms (e.g. skipped codes, etc.) and can be used in de
and testing DSP algorithms.

Bit Scope
The Bit Scope displays a list of the codes of all of the samples in the time slice. This a
you to see low-level activity in the signal, stuck bits, DC offsets and the like. When you r
this window, it attempts to create an equal number of equal length columns of samples; 
of the column is determined by the height of the window and the width of the window is 
puted automatically — the width that you set is ignored.

Figure 57: Definition of the offsets in the Bit Matrix Figure 58: Visual of the Bit Matrix

Figure 59: Instantaneous Snapshot of Bit Matrix Figure 60: Accumulation Snapshot of Bit Matrix

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Most Significant Byte (MSB)

Least Significant Byte (LSB)

Ignored

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

= x (signed)

(unsigned) y =

x

y

= Origin of Matrix (x,y)

Figure 61: Bit Scope Layout with 512 Sample Time Slice and 8 Columns

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Column #

64
Samples

per
Column
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Each time the display is updated, all of the sample in the time slice are shown. The num
samples in the time slice are determined by the I/O hardware’s buffer size. For 
SpectraFoo’s supported input hardware except the Sound Manager and the PCXPoc
buffer size is 512 samples. For the Sound Manager and the PCXPocket, the size of the
depends on the machine being used and the version of the MacOS system software. 

The samples are displayed starting with the first sample in the time-slice in the upper lef
corner of the instrument. Each successive sample is place under the previous one until t
tom of the column is reached. The next sample is placed at the top of the next column.
Figure 61 the samples 1 – 64 are in column 1; 65 – 128 are in column 2; and so on with
ples 449 – 512 in column 8. The layout of the bits in each sample are shown below:

Signal Generator
SpectraFoo Complete now has a high-resolution multi-tone, multi-noise, sweepable, bur
signal generator. The generator is capable of running in real-time, or alternatively stripin
nal into a capture or into an AIFF or SDII file. This release of the signal generator create
high quality signals, but it has not been optimized, either in computational speed or in 
face. This means that it takes a pretty significant amount of CPU power to run in real-ti
can always create striped captures or files. The interface to the signal generator is num
which makes it very precise, but somewhat difficult to understand at first. Future revision
add an easy to use, easy to understand interface to the signal generator back-end.

This release of the signal generator does not always “do the right thing” when you chan
parameters while the generator is running. Stopping and starting the generator will m
generate the proper signal. The primary expected operational mode of the generator i
the system’s sweeps to automate the signal parameters. A future version of the genera
allow for external automation.

Metric Halo included this release in SpectraFoo because it provides significant functio
and measurement and testing capabilities.

9 SWEEPABLE SINE WAVES

This implementation of the Signal Generator supports up to 9 simultaneous sine swee
time. Each sweep is controlled with a cluster of parameters:

1. Sine “Enable” checkbox. Checking this box turns the corresponding sweep on in the signal
generator.

2. “Start Frequency” edit-text box. The frequency entered in this box is the frequency of the
start of the sweep. This frequency can be any positive value (fractional or integer). If the fre-
quency entered is negative, it will be treated as positive.

Figure 62: Bit Layout in Bit Scope

Sample #
1
2
3
4
.
.
.

Bit # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
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3. “Start Level” edit-text box. The level entered into this box is used as the starting level of
the sweep. This level is in units of dBFS and may be positive or negative.

4. “Start Phase” edit-text box. The phase entered into this box is used as the start phase of
the signal. The phase is in units of degrees and may be positive or negative.

5. “End Frequency” edit-text box. The frequency entered in this box is the frequency of the
end of the sweep. This frequency can be any positive value (fractional or integer). If the fre-
quency entered is negative, it will be treated as positive. An entry of “*” means “use the
start value”.

6. “End Level” edit-text box. The level entered into this box is used as the ending level of the
sweep. This level is in units of dBFS and may be positive or negative. An entry of “*” means
“use the start value”.

7. “Pre-Delay” edit-text box. The Pre-Delay time is the period of time that will elapse before
the sweep starts. 

8. “Duration” edit-text box. The Duration is the period of time that will elapse between the
start and end of the sweep. 

9. “Post-Delay” edit-text box. The Post-Delay time is the period of time that will elapse after
the end of the sweep before the sweep loops around.

Each sweep in the generator loops after the pre-delay, duration, and post-delay tim
elapsed. The parameters sweep over the duration only. So, if the pre-delay is 1 seco
post-delay is 1 second and the duration is 10 seconds, the total loop time is 12 seconds

The generator has two sweep modes. The sweep mode is a global property of the signa
ator (the same mode is used for all sweeps). You can set the mode for the generator w
sweep mode radio buttons:

Figure 63: Signal Generator Control Window

Figure 64: Sine-Sweep Parameter Cluster

Figure 65: Sweep mode radio buttons

❶ ❷ ❸ ❹ ➎ ➏ ❼ ❽ ❾
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1. The “Lin” button selects a linear parameter sweep. With a linear sweep the sweepable
parameters (Power and Frequency) change at a uniform rate. As an example, if the start fre-
quency is 100 Hz; the end frequency is 1100 Hz and the sweep time is 10 seconds, the fre-
quency will increase by 100 Hz every second.

2. The “Log” button selects a exponential parameter sweep. With an exponential sweep the
sweepable parameters (Power and Frequency) change at an increasing rate. This sort of
sweep changes the frequency a uniform number of octaves per second and the level a uni-
form number of dB per second. As an example, if the start frequency is 100 Hz; the end fre-
quency is 200 Hz and the sweep time is 2 seconds, the frequency will increase by 1/2 octave
every second.

ADDITIVE WHITE NOISE WITH SWEEPABLE LEVEL
In addition to the swept sine generators, the signal generator also provides additive
noise. The white-noise generated by SpectraFoo has a uniform level pdf (probability dis
tion function) and a uniform frequency pdf. This means that all sample values are eq
likely and all frequencies are equally likely. The parameters for the white noise generato

1. Enable checkbox. Checking this turns on the additive white noise.

2. “Start Level” edit-text box. The peak level of the white noise at the start of the sweep. This
level is in units of dBFS and may be positive or negative.

3. “End Level” edit-text box. The level entered into this box is used as the ending level of the
sweep. This level is in units of dBFS and may be positive or negative. An entry of “*” means
“use the start value”.

4. “Pre-Delay” edit-text box. The Pre-Delay time is the period of time that will elapse before
the sweep starts. 

5. “Duration” edit-text box. The Duration is the period of time that will elapse between the
start and end of the sweep. 

6. “Post-Delay” edit-text box. The Post-Delay time is the period of time that will elapse after
the end of the sweep before the sweep loops around.

ADDITIVE PINK NOISE WITH SWEEPABLE LEVEL
The signal generator also provides additive pink noise. The pink noise generate
SpectraFoo is 1/f noise with a low frequency roll-off. This means that above 30Hz the
quency distribution of the noise has equal-power per octave. The controls for the pink
generator are:

1. Enable checkbox. Checking this turns on the additive pink noise.

2. “Start Level” edit-text box. The peak level of the pink noise at the start of the sweep. This
level is in units of dBFS and may be positive or negative.

Figure 66: White Noise Parameter Cluster

Figure 67: Pink Noise Parameter Cluster

❶ ❷ ❸ ❹ ➎ ➏

❶ ❷ ❸ ❹ ➎ ➏
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3. “End Level” edit-text box. The level entered into this box is used as the ending level of the
sweep. This level is in units of dBFS and may be positive or negative. An entry of “*” means
“use the start value”.

4. “Pre-Delay” edit-text box. The Pre-Delay time is the period of time that will elapse before
the sweep starts. 

5. “Duration” edit-text box. The Duration is the period of time that will elapse between the
start and end of the sweep. 

6. “Post-Delay” edit-text box. The Post-Delay time is the period of time that will elapse after
the end of the sweep before the sweep loops around.

DITHER & QUANTIZATION
You can control the quantization and dither used by the signal generator in the genera
the signals. The generator provides for quantization from 2 bits per sample to 24 bits pe
ple. Quantization is always active and the signal will be truncated to the number of bits 
fied in the Sample Size edit-text box.

When the Dither button is checked, the signal generator will dither the signal before tru
tion. Dithering replaces distortion with uncorrelated noise. The dither in SpectraFoo is 
shaped which causes the noise floor to decrease with decreasing frequency. This has th
of decreasing the noise where it is most audible while still removing the distortion caus
quantization (Figure 69 on page 28).

Figure 68: Quantization and Dither controls

Figure 69: Dithered 16 bit signal
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FFT SYNCHRONIZATION
Each of the frequencies of the generated signals can be synchronized to the analyze
allowing you to generate test tones that can be analyzed with no FFT windowing for th
level accuracy. 

Synchronization is enabled by checking the Synchronize checkbox.

When synchronization is turned on the generator will not sweep the sine parameters – it wi
only use the parameters entered in the start column. The parameters for the two noise 
will continue to sweep.

If you have turned on synchronization you can select the “Rectangular” window for the sy
analyzer. This window will allow the analyzer to recognize that the synchronized sin
exactly into one analyzer spectral line.

To select the rectangular analyzer window:

1. If the FFT Window window is not visible, make it visible using the Show FFT Window Control
command from the Window menu.

2. Choose Rectangular Window from the Window Library pop-up menu. Now the analyzer will
use the rectangular window for all future analysis. This will provide single spectral line anal-
ysis for synchronized sines. Switch the window back to Hanning, Hamming or Blackman
before you begin analyzing music or unsynchronized tones.

WINDOWED BURSTS
You can burst the generated signal using the burst controls. You can specify the length
burst in milliseconds and the period of burst repetition in seconds. You may also sp
whether or not the burst is windowed. When you enable bursting, the underlying gen
signal is passed for the period of time corresponding to the burst length and then cut o
signal stays off for the time remaining in the burst period (Figure 73). It will then be passed
again for the period of time corresponding to the burst length. 

If the Window checkbox is checked, the burst is not abrupt, but is instead faded up and
faded out with a raised-cosine window (Figure 74). If you are bursting sines it is a good idea 
use the window since it is possible to generate clicks if you do not have the window ena

Figure 70: Synchronization Controls

Figure 71: Selecting the Rectangular window from the FFT Window library

Figure 72: Bursting Controls
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ARBITRARY SIGNAL SAMPLE RATES
You can tell the signal generator what the sample rate of the eventual output hardware w
This is controlled with the Sample Rate edit-text box. All of the times and frequencies in th
signal generator will be scaled relative to the generator sample rate. This can be used 
cial effects (e.g. generate a 88.2 kHz signal and play it through 44.1 kHz hardware) or t
erate signals to be used on high-density hardware (like Sonic Solutions).

BUILDING FILES & CAPTURES
You can generate Signal Files or Captures directly from the signal generator. The butt
the lower left hand corner of the signal generator are used to issue these commands:

The button in the far bottom left corner of the signal generator window controls the real
generators and is labeled either Run or Stop. Pressing either the <space> key or th
<return> key will toggle the run state of the real-time generator.

The button labeled Capture  will allow you to create a capture directly from the signal ge
erator without having to loop the signal back. You can name the new capture and spec
length, in seconds, of the new capture. Note: All captures in the system are currently lim
16 bits. To generate distortion-free captures, please ensure that you have the bit-depth
signal generator to 16 bits or less and the dither is turned on.

The button labeled File  will create an audio file directly from the signal generator witho
having to loop the signal back. You can specify the name, bit-depth, file type (SDII or A
and the length, in seconds, of the new file. Note: SpectraFoo can currently read only 
files; if you create files with other bit-depths SpectraFoo will not be able to read them ba
This functionality is provided to allow you to create signal sound files for use with Pro T
and other DAWs.

The button labeled Save  saves the current set of signal generator parameters to a signa
erator parameter file. The button labeled Load  loads a signal generator parameter file a
resets the state of all of the signal generator parameters to those saved in the signal g
parameter file.

While most of the functionality in the signal generator is straight forward, many un
sounds can be created through creative use of the parameters. A number of interesting

Figure 73: 1 second of 125 ms bursts every 1/4 of a second

Figure 74: 1 second of 125 ms windowed bursts every 1/4 of a second

Figure 75: Signal generator control cluster
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signal generator parameter sets are available in the ‘Signal Gen Parameters’ folder 
installed with SpectraFoo. These parameter sets illustrate some of the wide variety of s
that can be created with the generator. 

New Transfer Function 
The transfer function system in the previous release of SpectraFoo provided basic tr
function measurement but it did not include the tools required for hard-core acoustic me
ments. The new transfer function in this release of SpectraFoo Complete provides all th
necessary to make high quality measurements of simple systems. 

The transfer function measurement system in this release will allow you to easily measu
correct small-scale sound reproduction systems like control-room monitors, home the
and small club sound reinforcement systems.

The next release of SpectraFoo will include tools to manage multiple system branches
will allow you to easily measure and correct large scale, complex, multi-zone sound repr
tion systems. 

While the new version of the transfer function retains its ease of use, taking advantage
added functionality in the systems is, of course, more complex.

The transfer function environment is contained in the Transfer Function window. There is
only one Transfer Function window in the system. It can be shown, like any other instru
in the system, using the Master Controls window. The control item for the Transfer Func-
tion appears as the second item in the list in the Master Controls window.

Figure 76: The Transfer Function window
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The transfer function has a small number of controls in the main window:

1. Power vs. Frequency disclosure button – When this control is set to “disclosed” (arrow
pointing down) the Power vs. Frequency data panel is visible. To hide the Power vs. Fre-
quency data panel, set this control to “undisclosed” (arrow pointing left).

2. Phase vs. Frequency disclosure button – When this control is set to “disclosed” the Phase
vs. Frequency data panel is visible. To hide the Phase vs. Frequency data panel, set this con-
trol to “undisclosed.”

3. Instrument Enable button – This is the button with the IEC power symbol. When this but-
ton is “On” (filled with green), the transfer function is running.

4. Solo button – When this button is “On” (filled with red) the transfer function is soloed.

5. Show Controls button – This is the button between “Solo” and “Take Snapshot…”. Clicking
on this button opens the Transfer Function Control window. The Transfer Function Control
window provides all of the detailed controls used to adjust the display of the transfer func-
tion. 

• <control>-clicking this button pops-up a menu that allows you to select the Source
channel for the transfer function. 

• <option>-clicking this button pops-up a menu that allows you to select the Response
channel for the transfer function. 

• <command>-clicking or clicking and holding this button pops-up the parameter library
menu for the transfer function.

6. Take Snapshot  button – Clicking on this button takes a snapshot of the current transfer
function data and adds it to the Transfer Function Snapshots window. You can use transfer
function snapshots for a number of measurement and comparison tasks. These are
described in greater detail later.

7. Overlay List  button – Clicking on this button shows the Transfer Function Snapshots win-
dow. 

8. Clear Data button – Clicking on this button clears the current transfer function data and
resets the transfer function to flat. This is useful when you start measuring a new system or
device or move a test microphone and you want to start the measurement from scratch.

The transfer function data is displayed in two different panels:

The power panel displays the relative power between the response signal and the sourc
as a function of frequency. The relative power curve is drawn in green. The vertical calib
is in units of dBr (decibels relative). The horizontal calibration is in units of frequency (
The limits of both the vertical and horizontal scales are controlled with the transfer fun
control window.

The power panel also displays the coherence of the measurement as a function of fre
The coherence curve is displayed in red. The vertical scale of the coherence is linearly 
The vertical limits of the coherence (which are not displayed) are “0” at the bottom o

Figure 77: Power Panel
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graph and “1” at the top of the graph. These limits do not change when you change the
limits. 

The phase panel shows the relative phase between the response and source signals. T
cal scale of the phase panel is linear and is in units of degrees. Since phase is cyclic (th
the phase of a signal is x then x+360° is the same phase), the phase curve can wrap ar
from 180° to -180°. You can see this in the graph above at f = 2kHz. The phase does not reall
have a discontinuity at 2kHz, it has just wrapped around to +180°. The horizontal calib
is in units of frequency (Hz). The limits of the horizontal scale are controlled with the tra
function control window.

UNDERSTANDING THE TRANSFER FUNCTION
The purpose of the transfer function measurement is to allow you to find out what a par
electro-acoustical system is doing to the signal it is processing. We call the system bein
sured the System Under Test (SUT -- also called DUT in other literature). The SUT cou
as simple as an equalizer or as complex as a multi-zone sound reproduction system c
with a measurement microphone (or many measurement microphones, for that matte
key thing to understand is that every system changes the signal that runs through it. 

An example of a simple measurement is finding the transfer function of a parametric equ
To make this measurement we would hook the equalizer up like this:

The signal source could be any source as long as it provides energy in the frequency ba
we are interested in. If we wanted to measure the response of the equalizer from 2
20kHz, a simple 1kHz sine wave would not be appropriate. Good source signals are:

1. Broadband musical sources. These sources have the advantage that they exercise the SUT in
a way that is consistent with the way that we expect to use the SUT.

2. Pink Noise. Pink noise has the benefit that, on average, it has a power spectrum that is con-
sistent with most musical program material. It also ensures that the entire audible band-
width will be exercised. Pink noise can be annoying when played over a Sound

Figure 78: Phase Panel

Figure 79: Simple Measurement setup
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Reinforcement system, but should not damage any system components (e.g. high-frequency
drivers).

3. White Noise. White noise does not really match the characteristics of music but it does
have an uniform density of energy in the entire audio band. It can be used for testing elec-
tronic components but is very annoying when used in acoustic testing. You also run the risk
of damaging high-frequency drivers if you play white noise through a sound reinforcement
system at high SPL.

4. Swept sines. A sine sweep that covers the audio band to be tested will allow you to make an
extremely precise, highly noise-rejecting measurement. Swept sines do not bear any resem-
blance to actual musical signals, can be really annoying when used for acoustic testing, and
do not allow you to compare what the transfer function is telling you to what you are hear-
ing, but they do allow you to make very accurate measurements in noisy environments. You
can use this type of source signal when you have to test a system while other aspects of a
venue are still being set-up.

SpectraFoo’s Transfer Function Measurement system needs to see both the source sig
the response signal to build the transfer function. The measurement created is a diffe
measurement and removes all of the common elements of the measurement path.

You can use an external signal (like music from a CD or DAT player), a SpectraFoo captu
SpectraFoo’s built-in signal generator as the signal source. SpectraFoo provides an i
loopback path for capture playback and the internal signal generator, so you can rou
internal signal source back to the transfer function without using one of you A/D channe

If you do use the loopback path, your system’s digital to analog and analog to
digital converters (D/A/D path) are not common to both the source and the
response signal. 
If the frequency response of the D/A/D path is not perfectly flat (in both
phase and power) it’s response will color the measured response. 

You can easily measure your D/A/D chain by looping back your system’s ana-
log output directly into it’s analog input. Make a measurement using the
internally looped-back signal generator as the source and the system’s analog
input as the response (Figure 80). The measured transfer function is the
response of your D/A/D chain. 

If the response is sufficiently flat, you can use the internal loopback method.
If it is not, then you must use an external loopback of the source as the
source for the transfer function (since this will remove the D/A/D chain from
the measurement). 

A future release of SpectraFoo will allow you to compensate for your system’s
D/A/D chain response.

One of the strengths of SpectraFoo’s Transfer Function Measurement system is that 
you to do Music-Based Measurement (MBM). This means that the system can automa

Figure 80: Setup for checking your D/A/D chain
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apply a threshold to the source signal to make sure that it is only measuring the respons
the source is actually stimulating the SUT. MBM allows you to make accurate transfer 
tion measurements even when the source signal is not stationary (like music) and wh
signal “comes and goes” in various frequency bands (like music). MBM builds the tra
function up over time.

In order to be able to create an accurate measurement of the system response when the
nal is non-stationary, the response signal and the source signal have to be synchron
time. If the signals are not synchronized the relative measurement of response will be w
For stationary signals (like pink and white noise), even if the source and response are
what unsynchronized the power measurement will be pretty good, but the phase measu
is useless.

Under normal circumstances the response signal will always be delayed from the sour
nal. Sometimes this delay can be very short (for example, if the signal source is extern
the SUT is analog and contains no acoustic elements, the delay can be less than a sa
the SUT contains acoustic elements (like a speaker), there is always the acoustic prop
delay (Figure 81). In any case, the delay must be compensated to achieve an accurate me
ment. 

When we make a typical acoustic measurement we are measuring all of the elements 
not common between the source path and the response path. In the case illustr
Figure 81, the speaker, speaker amplifier, acoustic space, measurement microphon
preamp are not common. The amplifier, speaker and acoustic space are the elements
want to measure. The microphone and preamp are not. In order to eliminate the pre-am
the measurement we can pass the source signal through the same type of preamp or we
a preamp that is flat (the LAB preamps from Earthworks are good for this purpose). We c
eliminate the effect of the microphone, but we can reduce it by using a quality measur
microphone. Once again, Earthworks comes to the rescue with relatively inexpensive
quality (flat from 9Hz to 30kHz) measurement mics. Currently SpectraFoo does not pr
any mechanism for correcting for microphone response, but the next release will allo
microphone calibration curves.

Figure 81: Acoustic test setup
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When we start the transfer function using the setup shown in Figure 81, we get a measuremen
that looks like:

Since this measurement was made with the microphone close to the speaker, the a
delay is short. As a result the power measurement is reasonably accurate and the cohe
near “1” for most of the audio bandwidth. The phase, however looks kind of like a sawt
This indicates that there is a time delay between the source and the response. If the tim
was larger, the phase would be a sort of random line with values near zero and the coh
would be “0” or close to zero for the entire audio bandwidth. Basically, we need to time 
the signals. 

SpectraFoo provides internal delay compensation to allow you to time align the sourc
response signals. To accomplish this, you use the Delay Finder. The Delay Finder is
accessed from the Transfer Function Control window. 

To time align the source and response signals:

1. If the Transfer Function Control window is not visible, open it by clicking on the Show Con-
trols button in the Transfer Function window. The Transfer Function Control window will
appear:

2. Click the Compute Delay  button. The Delay Finder window will appear:

Figure 82: Transfer function without delay compensation

Figure 83: Transfer Function Controls Window
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3. The Delay Finder will automatically find the compensation delay and internally compensate
the source signal.

The Delay Finder records 1.5 seconds of the source and response signal and comp
impulse response of the SUT. 

The impulse response of a system is the signal that would come out of the SUT if you fed
impulse. An impulse is sort of like a clap or a snap, but with an infinitely short duratio
time. The impulse response of a perfect wire is a spike (the impulse) offset by the propa
delay through the wire. 

For a real acoustic SUT, the impulse response will not be as simple as a spike. The tim
(lag) of the maximum value of the impulse response is, in general, the delay time of the
If the SUT is acoustic, we expect to see a number of smaller copies of the impulse resp
different lags. These copies correspond to acoustic reflections from walls, desks, etc. 

If the SUT is time aligned, the impulse response will be relatively compact. 

The impulse shown in Figure 84 is of a small professional PA speaker. The small dip in 
impulse response that occurs before the main impulse corresponds to the start of the i
response of the low-frequency driver. The larger spike is the start of the impulse respo
the high-frequency driver. The speaker is not fully time-aligned. As a result, we will no
able to fully time-align the measurement. 

SpectraFoo’s internal compensation can delay the source signal by up to 1.5
seconds. This corresponds to an acoustic delay of almost 6 football fields (at
standard temperature and pressure), and should be sufficient for most work.
If you need to compensate a larger delay, you will have to use an external
delay line.

The Delay Finder automatically finds the lag at the maximum value of the impulse resp
and uses that time delay to set the internal time delay compensation on the source chan
can tweak the delay by moving the cursor in the Delay Finder window.

Figure 84: Delay Finder window
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After we have compensated for the response delay the transfer function measur
becomes:

Notice that overall the coherence of the measurement has increased and that the p
longer has the “sawtooth” character. As explained earlier, the phase is not discontinu
2 kHz – it is just wrapping around due to the cyclic nature of phase. The reason we can
the phase measurement to appear continuous for this system is related to the fact that 
tem that we are measuring is not time aligned. When the measurement of the low 
time-delay compensated, the high end is not and vice-versa.

INTERPRETING THE DATA
So now we have a measurement of the transfer function of the system. This leads us t
natural questions:

1. What does the data mean? 

2. How do we interpret the data? 

3. How do we use the data?

The transfer function measurement system calculates three different functions from the 
and response signals. Each of these functions adds a piece of the puzzle and will be ins
tal in interpreting and using the transfer function data.

The first function is the power response of the SUT. This is the effective equalization th
SUT applies to signals that run through it. 

The second function is the phase response of the SUT. This is the phase shift/distortion 
to the signal by the SUT. 

The final function computed by the transfer function measurement system is the cohe
The coherence is a measure of how much, on average, the response signal “lines up” w
source signal on a frequency by frequency basis. This is one of the most important pie
the puzzle because it allows us to evaluate the quality and usefulness of the data. Cohe
a little hard to understand, so we’ll examine it in a little more detail.

Figure 85: Time-aligned transfer function
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ABOUT COHERENCE
Imagine the source signal is a simple sine wave. The response signal will, in gener
another sine wave with the same frequency but a different amplitude and phase. Math
cally:

The source signal s(t) is a sine wave with unit amplitude and frequency f. The response signa
r(t) is a phase-shifted sine wave with amplitude a and frequency f. These two signals are
shown below (the source signal is green and the response signal is red):

Even though there is a phase shift between the source and response, the phase shift is
in time. On average the signals line up the same way all the time. On the other hand, if t
nals are not related to each other:

In this case, the phase shift between the source and response signals changes over ti
means that on average the signals do not line up with each other. The coherence will b
to zero. 

Figure 86: Simple source and response signals

Figure 87: Simple source – Complex response signal
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If the SUT is stationary (e.g. it is linear, does not change over time, and passes at leas
tion of the source signal) the coherence will be “1” for all frequencies. This is what we e
when we make a time aligned measurement on an electronic system (like an EQ).

If the SUT is non-stationary or if the SUT does not pass any of the source signal in a par
frequency band, then the coherence in that band will be “0”. Unless we are having big
lems, the frequency bands that the coherence is small or “0” should be limited, even
acoustic tests. If the coherence is “0” or near “0” for most of the audio bandwidth, this 
cates that the SUT is either not properly connected, the measurement has not been tim
compensated with the delay finder, or that the SUT is sufficiently nonlinear that it is not p
ble to analyze it with the transfer function (a distortion generator is an example of s
device).

Under normal acoustic test conditions the response signal of the system will be the actu
tem response plus noise. The noise (which can be electronic or acoustic), is, by definiti
correlated with the source signal. The coherence of noise with any source signal (exc
exact, time-aligned copy of the noise) is zero. As a result, the noise that corrupts the re
signal will tend to decrease the coherence of the measurement. 

The fact that there is noise in the test environment is not normally a problem – when doi
test we arrange for the test signal to be louder than the surrounding noise. Even if the s
not louder than the environmental noise at all times the MBM thresholding allows the Tra
Function to only make measurements when the source signal is louder than the environ
noise.

There is one situation that is problematic when making acoustic measurements. When t
tem has acoustic reflections, the response signal may have hard or partial nulls at cert
quencies. These nulls depend on the specific geometry of the acoustic environment (esp
the location of the test microphone) and don’t really represent the response of the sys
null is created at a specific frequency when multiple signal paths cause the test signal to
out at the test mic position:

The reflected path introduces a copy of the signal with a time delay. The reflected signa
longer to reach the microphone than the direct signal because the path length difference

If we call the path length  and the speed of sound , the response at the micropho

have a null for frequencies where , and n is any integer. This is just a simple comb.

In any real acoustic environment there will be many reflective surfaces with many diff
reflectivities and phase shifts, so we will not see a simple comb filter but a complex set o

Figure 88: Acoustic test with reflected paths

Figure 89: Path length difference
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tial nulls. At the partial nulls in the response at microphone position, little of the source s
will be detected; only the environmental noise will be measured. This means that at the 
frequencies, the coherence will be very low. 

This provides us with the key to understanding how to use the coherence. The coheren
us where the measurement that we have made is valid. It is basically a measure of the
of the measurement at the corresponding frequency. 

In terms of correcting the response of acoustic systems, the coherence tells us which n
or dips in the response curve are Equalizable and which are due to nulls in the measurement
the coherence is low at a dip in the response curve, we will not be able to use an equa
fix it. 

If the null is due to the specific position of the measurement microphone, we can gene
better averaged response by making measurements at a variety of microphone positio
then averaging the measurements. This technique is described in more detail later.

On the other hand, if the coherence remains low for a variety of microphone position
cancellation of the source signal is not due to a specific reflection, but is actually part 
system response. In order to correct these types of problems, either the configuration
system must be changed (e.g. moving the position of the speakers or adjusting the relati
delay of different clusters in the system) or the configuration of the acoustic space will h
be changed (removing reflections, adding diffusion, etc.). These sorts of issue will be ex
in a tech note.

ABOUT THE RESPONSE CURVES
If the SUT is a simple processor (like an equalizer) the power response tells us the effec
processor on the signal. Hopefully the response matches the expected response. In a
the measured response is the actual response of the processor.

If the SUT is a sound reinforcement system, the expected (or more to the point, de
response of the SUT is that of a wire. The system should, ideally, reproduce the signal e
without any coloration. No real system will do this, but often the problems in a sound sy
are correctable. The data provided by the transfer function allows us to determine:

1. What parts of the system are correctable with equalization.

2. What equalization is required to correct the system.

As described above, the coherence allows us to determine what is correctable with eq
tion. The power response tells us what equalization is required to correct the system
phase response can help determine what type of equalization will best solve the proble
also help determine if other phase changing components (like the crossovers) of a sys
causing problems. It will also help you determine if the drivers in a speaker (or a clus
speakers) are properly time-aligned (as shown before).
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The basic system configuration that we will use to measure and correct an acoustic rep
tion systems is:

The equalizer in this setup is used to correct the response of the system. The switch ab
pre-amp as used to select between the output of the equalizer and the output of the tes

To measure the system response:

1. Open the Transfer Function window if it is not already open.

2. Open the Transfer Function Controls window.

3. Flatten the system equalizer or bypass it. We want to measure the un-equalized response of
the system.

4. Set the response input channel to the output of the test mic. You can do this by selecting
the proper input channel in the Transfer Function Controls window (if you are using multi–
channel input hardware) or by routing your test mic to the computer input using an exter-
nal routing system (e.g. a patch bay or a mixer).

5. Set the transfer function source channel to your signal source.

6. Turn on your signal source. Make sure that the signal source is a broadband source like pink
noise or pop music. Classical music does not work as well. You must also ensure that the
source is louder, on average than the environmental noise.

7. Make sure that you are getting both the source and response signal into ’Foo. You can use a
level meter instrument to make sure that you are getting signal. 

8. Check to see that the input levels of the two signals are reasonably equal in level. You can
eyeball this with the level meter or you can use a power-balance meter to balance the input
levels. 

9. Adjust the Avg. Power Cutoff slider (in the Transfer Function Controls window) so that the
pointer is in the middle. This will allow you to get an accurate time delay calculation.

10.Click the Compute Delay  button. The Delay Finder will appear and automatically compen-
sate for the acoustic delay.

11.Adjust the Avg. Power Cutoff slider (in the Transfer Function Controls window) so that the
pointer is near the left hand end of the slider. This will help the MBM thresholding system
reject environmental noise. If the traces are not moving at all, select Age from the Fade
pop-up menu. Ensure that the traces are flashing bright green all over the entire audio
bandwidth. If they are not, decrease the Avg. Power Cutoff slider until the traces start flash-
ing. (You do not want the trace to be completely bright green – just flashing).

Figure 90: Measurement and Correction setup
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12.Adjust the Avg. Rate slider so the pointer is near the middle of the slider. This will cause the
Transfer Function to average over a reasonable period of time.

13.After a short period of time the measurement should settle down. If all is well, the coher-
ence should be near the top of the graph for most of the audio band. If you are using music,
you may not see much activity in the very high end (above 16kHz). 

14.Click the Take Snapshot  button in the Transfer Function window. The Transfer Function
Snapshot dialog will appear:

15.Enter a descriptive name for the snapshot (e.g. “Control Room Response”). The time and
date of the Snapshot is automatically logged. You can enter any comments pertinent to the
snapshot in the comments box. You can also tell the system to smooth the snapshot data
(when it is displayed) and to invert the snapshot data (when it is displayed). 

16.Click the Invert Trace checkbox and then the OK button. The Overlay List window will
appear (the list in this figure has a number of overlays; yours will have just the new one):

You now have a complete measurement of the transfer function of your system. You ma
to make a number of measurements for further averaging, but what we have now is
enough to illustrate the correction process.

Figure 91: Transfer Function snapshot dialog

Figure 92: Transfer function Overlay List window
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Here is an example of a measurement that we have made using the procedure describe

We see that the coherence is reasonably high (with a few narrow exceptions) from about
to 18 kHz. Below 80 Hz, the sound system is not really reproducing the test signal an
environmental noise is pretty high. In addition, the test signal does not have a treme
amount of energy below 60Hz. The test signal did not have much energy above 18 kHz,
have not really measured the system response from that point on.

There are a few significant dips in the system response. Some of these are quite narr
correspond significant dips in the coherence curve. These dips are most likely caused b
surement nulls due to acoustic reflections and must be ignored since the coherence is s

Some of the dips in the response correspond to places where the coherence is high. Th
are real and can be corrected with EQ. 

Notice that there are a series of closely spaced notches in the high end of the system r
(8 kHz and up). These correspond to reflection nulls that will move around when the m
phone position is changed, but will not disappear. They will make the system sound ragg
the high end and will also make the system sound phase-y when the listener moves a
These are caused by acoustic reflections and are best treated with diffusion or absorptiv
rial.

We can now try to correct the system with equalization. What we want to do is adjust th
tem EQ to match the inverse of the system response. When we do this, we will pre-comp
the signal sent to the sound reinforcement system so that when it applies its effective eq
tion to the signal, the result balances out and leaves us with a (relatively) flat system res

To correct the system:

1. Switch the response signal source to be the output of the system equalizer.

2. In the Overlays window, click the checkbox in the “V” column of the transfer function over-
lay that corresponds to the system response that you want to correct. This makes the snap-
shot visible in the Transfer Function window. (Make sure that the “I” checkbox is also
checked. This Inverts the snapshot – which makes it look like the EQ curve that we need to

Figure 93: Sample transfer function
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correct the system.)The overlay is displayed in the color of the tile next to the snapshot
name. If you want to change this color, click on the tile and choose the new color.

3. Select Coherence from the Fade popup menu of the snapshot in the Overlays window. This
will fade the trace based on the coherence of the measurement. It allows you to see what
portions of the response are equalizable.

4. Start your signal source. Pink noise tends to work best when you are measuring your EQ,
because you don’t have to listen to it. You can still use music if you want to be able to listen
to the effects of the system EQ as you are changing the system EQ.

5. Since there is very little environmental noise in this measurement, you can decrease the
setting of the Avg. Power Cutoff slider.

6. Again since there is very little environmental noise, and since we want to be able to see the
changes in the equalizer response as we change the equalizer settings, you can decrease the
setting of the Avg. Rate slider.

7. Click the Compute Delay  button to recompute the delay for the equalizer. The system will
compute and compensate for the delay through the equalizer.

8. After a few seconds, the coherence curve should be near the top of the panel for the entire
audio range and the power curve should be flat (this assumes that the EQ has been zeroed
out).

9. Move the inverted system response curve so that the highest points on the curve are level
with the live trace. You do this by clicking on the response curve and dragging it vertically
until it is positioned properly. You want to make this adjustment so that you can correct the
system using an all-cut EQ curve.

10.Adjust the settings on your system EQ to match the general trends of the inverted system
response curve. Avoid trying to match steep peaks in the inverted system response… espe-
cially when the coherence is very low. 

11.Assuming everything went well, your system has been corrected. It should now sound sig-
nificantly better than when you started.

You can re-measure the system response (now with the system EQ switched in), to ver
the system has been substantially improved. And of course, you ears will also let you kn

There are many other types of measurements you can make with the transfer functio
surement system. These will be addressed in future tech notes.

TRANSFER FUNCTION CONTROLS REFERENCE
You control the display and behavior of the transfer function window with the Transfer
Function Controls window:

Source pop-up menu – You use this menu to select the source channel.

Response pop-up menu – You use this menu to select the response channel.

Figure 94: Transfer Function Controls window
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Resolution pop-up menu – You use this menu to select the octave resolution of the ana
You can select from:

1. 1 Octave – power is displayed as bars; each band is one octave wide.

2. 1/2 Octave – power is displayed as bars; each band is one half of an octave wide.

3. 1/3 Octave – power is displayed as bars; each band is one third of an octave wide.

4. 1/6 Octave – power is displayed as bars; each band is one sixth of an octave wide.

5. 1/12 Octave – power is displayed as bars; each band is one twelfth of an octave wide.

6. 1/24 Octave – power is displayed as bars; each band is one twenty-fourth of an octave wide.

7. Continuous. – power is displayed as a continuous curve.

Frequency Range Slider – You use this range slider to control the visible bandwidth of 
transfer function.

Power Range Slider – You use this range slider to control the visible power range of
transfer function. The power scale is automatically scaled to keep the display logarithmi

Frequency Scaling Slider – You use this slider to control the scaling of the frequency axi
the transfer function.

Avg. Rate Slider – You use this slider to control the averaging rate of the transfer func
analysis. The far left end of the slider is “No averaging” and the far right end of the slide
responds to averaging over 2 minutes (approximately). The averaging done by the tr
function is a decaying exponential average, so it is difficult to assign a numerical value 
averaging rate. In general, acoustic systems require a larger averaging rate than electro
tems. If you use music for the test signal you need a larger averaging rate than if you use

Avg. Power Cutoff Slider – You use this slider to control threshold level applied to the sp
trum of the source signal. When the source signal level is higher than the threshold (
computed for every spectral line in the spectrum) the transfer function adds the measu
to the average. If the level is below the threshold, the data is ignored. You can see which
are above the threshold level by setting the Fade pop-up menu to Age. For every band that is
above threshold, the response curves will be drawn in bright green. For normal acoust
ing, you want the response curves to be flashing on and off – not a constant bright gre
not a constant dark green. This allows the MBM thresholding to reject environmental noi
best.

Display pop-up menu – This pop-up menu allows you to choose what data is displayed 
transfer function window:

1. Instantaneous – This mode displays each instantaneous measurement of the transfer func-
tion.

2. Average – This mode displays the thresholded average of the transfer function data.

Fade pop-up menu – This pop-up menu allows you to choose how the response trac
faded:

1. None – Don’t fade the response traces.

2. Coherence – Fade the color of the trace based on the coherence of the measurement.

3. Age – Fade the color of the trace based on how long it has been since the source signal
exceeded the threshold level.

Show pop-up menu – This pop-up menu select from a number options. Each option is
pendent of the others:

1. Coherence Trace Is Visible – Shows and hides the red coherence trace.
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2. Show Details – Shows and hides the numerical readouts of the center frequencies and levels
of each of the bands when the analyzer is in octave analysis mode.

3. Smooth Traces – Makes the Transfer Function perform averaging in frequency space to dis-
play smooth response traces. This generally makes the response traces easier to interpret.

Compute Delay button – creates a new Delay Finder window and computes the impuls
response of the system that is currently being measured. The Delay Finder will automatically
compensate for the delay in the SUT.

TRANSFER FUNCTION SNAPSHOT OVERLAYS REFERENCE
Use the Take Snapshot  button in the Transfer Function window to make a new snapsho
from the current transfer function data.

All other snapshot overlay management is done from the Overlay List window:

This window lists all of the overlays that are loaded into the system. Each item in the lis
tains the following items:

1. A color chip – This is the base color of the response traces in this snapshot. Clicking on the
chip will bring up the color picker window and allow you to change the trace color.

2. The snapshot name – This is the name associated with the snapshot data. You can click on
this to select the snapshot in the list. Double-click to bring up the transfer function snap-
shot edit dialog. You can change the name of the snapshot, its associated comments and the
offset. The offset can also be controlled by clicking and dragging the trace in the Transfer
Function window. You can use the offset field to easily reset the trace position.

3. The ‘V’ checkbox – controls the visibility of the associated snapshot in the transfer function
window. <option>-clicking this check box will set the state of all of the snapshots in the list.

4. The ‘S’ checkbox – controls the smoothing of the response traces of the associated snap-
shot in the transfer function window. <option>-clicking this check box will set the state of
all of the snapshots in the list.

5. The ‘I’ checkbox – controls the if the response traces of the associated snapshot are
inverted in the transfer function window. <option>-clicking this check box will set the state
of all of the snapshots in the list.

Figure 95: Transfer Function Snapshot Overlays window

Figure 96: Transfer function snapshot edit dialog
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6. The Fade pop-up menu – Controls how the associated traces are faded in the transfer func-
tion window. <option>-selecting an item from this menu sets the state of all of the snap-
shots in the list.

The Overlay List window also has a window command pop-down menu in the up
right-hand corner above the scrollbar ( ). This menu provides the following commands:

1. Save Selected Snapshots  – Select this command to save each of the selected snapshots to
disk. 

2. Load Snapshot  – Select this command to load a snapshot file from disk.

3. Remove Selected Snapshots  – Select this command to remove the selected snapshots
from the list.

4. Average Selected Snapshots  – Select this command to create a new snapshot from the
average of all of the selected snapshots. You can choose to weight the average with the
coherence of the measurements. If you make a number of measurements with different mic
positions and create a weighted average, you can remove the effects of local nulls and gen-
erate a more accurate measurement of the response of the system.

5. Smooth All Snapshots  – Select this command to smooth all the snapshots in the list.

6. Unsmooth All Snapshots  – Select this command to unsmooth all the snapshots in the list.

7. Invert All Snapshots  – Select this command to invert all the snapshots in the list.

8. Uninvert All Snapshots  – Select this command to uninvert all the snapshots in the list.

9. Show All Snapshots  – Select this command to make all the snapshots in the list visible.

10.Hide All Snapshots  – Select this command to make all the snapshots in the list invisible.

11.Ask About Unsaved Snapshots – When this item is checked, the system will ask you if you
want to save an unsaved snapshot before it is removed from memory.

CURSORS IN THE TRANSFER FUNCTION WINDOW
You can put a readout cursor in the Transfer Function window by moving the mouse c
over one of the transfer function panels and holding down the <command> key. If the d
is one of the octave analysis modes, the cursor will snap to the center of each band. T
sors in both the power and phase panel will move simultaneously. To move these two c
separately, hold down both the <command> and <option> keys. To remove the cursor fro
display, move the cursor to the vertical calibration of one of the panels.

Automatic assembly of Split Stereo files
SpectraFoo can now read split-stereo SDII and AIFF files if they conform to a specific fo
If the files meet the expected format, they will automatically be assembled into a stere
ture. 

Format:

1. Both files or the pair must be of the same type.

2. Both files must be mono sound files.

3. Both files must be in the same folder.

4. Both files must have the same name with the exception that one filename ends in L and the
other in R.

If the files do not match these criteria, they will not be automatically opened and reassem
SpectraFoo will not prompt for the location of the second channel of the pair if it is not f
automatically.
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System Features
SpectraFoo now automatically maintains a snapshot of the current system state, so eve
you start working with the system it is configured exactly as you left it. 

Hardware/Software Support
Metric Halo metering products currently support the PowerPC Mac OS platform. Audio I
available via the Sound Manager, digidesign DirectI/O (AudioMedia II & All PCI Audio ha
ware), Sonorous STUDI/O, DigiGram PCXPocketAD (PCMCIA), and Korg 1212 I
Plug-ins are available for all TDM host applications (Pro Tools, Digital Performer, Cu
Audio, Logic, SVP, etc.)

For More Information & Technical Support
Contact:

Metric Halo Laboratories, Inc.
41 Top O’ Hill Road • Wappingers Falls, NY 12590 • USA 
tel: 914.462.1230 • fax: 914.462.4865 
mailto:in-foo@mhlabs.com 
http://www.mhlabs.com

Copyright © 1998, Metric Halo Laboratories, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
All trademarks property of their respective owners.
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All of these controls behave like their Macintosh standard counterparts.

Check box
A check box can be toggled
on and off by clicking and
releasing the mouse over it.

Radio buttons
A group of radio buttons
forms a cluster. Only one
button in the cluster can be
on at one time. Click and
release the mouse over a
radio button to turn it on.

Disclosure button
A disclosure button can be
toggled on and off by click-
ing and releasing the mouse
over it. When a disclosure
button is “turned down”
more information will be
displayed in the window.

Push button
A pushbutton initiates an
action or a command. If an
ellipsis (…) appears in the
button title, a new window
will appear if the button is
clicked. The pushbutton is
activated by clicking and
releasing the mouse over it. 

SpectraFoo scrollbars are just like their Macintosh standard counterparts, except that they have
proportional thumbs. This means that the indicator in the scroll bar changes size to show you
how much of the scrollable information is currently visible in the display.

Scrollbar thumb

This is a lock button. Click to lock or unlock the
associated field.

This is an editable text field. Click the lock but-
ton to enable it. Click in the white space to
place the cursor. Type to enter text. Standard
Mac text editing commands and gestures work
as expected.

These are examples of state toggle buttons. They
appear on the faces of the instrument panels in
the SpectraFoo virtual rack. Clicking on them
causes them to toggle on or off immediately. 

This is a popup menu. Click and drag to select
options or commands from the menu. The
name of the last selection will be displayed by
the control.

This is an example of an immediate action
button. Note the square corners. Clicking on a
button that looks like this will cause an action
or a command to commence immediately. In
the case of this “Record” button, clicking on it
will cause SpectraFoo to begin recording a
capture. The recording will start immediately
(even before you release the mouse button).
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These are range control sliders. Move the slider arrows to
change the high and low values of the parameters controlled by
the slider. You can click on the range between the two arrows to
drag the range around without changing its span. Some sliders
have calibrations and readouts. 

Calibration

Readout

This is a parameter control slider. Move the
slider arrow to change the value of the paramete
controlled by the slider. Some sliders have cali
brations and readouts. In this example, the slide
has a calibration mark. Clicking on the calibra-
tion mark will set the parameter to an exact cali-
bration, which, in this case, would be .3 seconds

This is a symmetric range control slider.  Move
either slider arrow to change the value of the
both the high and low values controlled  by the
slider. Some sliders have calibrations and read-
outs. 

releaserelease releaseclick click clickclick release click

This is a multi-state button. Clicking and releasing the mouse over the button cause it to switch to the
next state. This example is the loop button from the capture overview window. 

release

Play
Forward

Play
Backward

Loop
Back & Forth

Loop Play from 
Start to End

This is a timecode control. It indicates a timecode value and can is used to
set timecode parameters. Click in the white area to move the cursor to a spe-
cific digit. Use the left and right arrow keys to move to the left and right,
respectively. Type a number to set the currently selected digit. Use the up
and down arrows to increment and decrement the selected digit. Press the
enter key to capture the current timecode value from the timecode clock.
Press the clear key to reset the timecode value to 00:00:00.00|0000.

Minutes
Hours

Seconds Frames
Samples
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